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Equipment Features
Dynamic Walling System  Secure Separation

The walls have been configured to allow for optional 
layouts. Simply pull one wall back to create a room 
large enough for a hospital bed, while still maintaining 
safe separation between patiants and treatment 
personnel. The PVC walls are easy to sanitize and all 
fabrics come with an Australian fire certificate. Each 
cubicle can be securely closed with a magnetic 
locking system.

Mesh Windows  Perfect Ventilation

The outer walls of each structure feature a PVC mesh window. This 
allows air to circulate inside each cubicle and for natural light to 

shine in making it more comfortable.

Custom Designs  Hand Access Points

H-Line can custom design key features to suit your needs. 
Walls with hand access points and clear plastic flaps 
helps access the patient without exposure to emergency 
personnel. The plastic flap can easily be hooked up out of 
the way during use and cleaned after, creating a sanitary 
environment for staff and patients.

H-Line Structures multifunctional structures are the ideal space 
solution for Emergency Clinics, Training facilities, Hospitals,

Military, Charities and Aid organisations.
High quality anodized aluminium frames and PVC covers are

great for keeping you dry and protected.

As a Team we are building a stronger community

We find oursleves in the midst of unfamiliar territory one thing is certain, we’re all in this 
together and we need each other’s support now more than ever. H-Line are manuafacturing to 
support the country during the COVID-19 pandamic by providing tents as medical treatment 
facilities and mobile screening areas. The interior wall designs offer a universal tent system 
with countless applications. Easy and fast to assemble in almost any location within a very 
short time frame. A range of sizes available, ensures there’s a structure to suit your needs. We 
hope this brochure is of interest to you. For further information please conatct our competent 
team that are available at any time.



Specification Parameters

Materials

Dimension
(per room)

Dimension
(per bay)

Wind Load
Fire Cert.

Optional
extra

Aluminium and PVC

1.5m W x 1.5m L
x 2.25m H

6m Span, 3m Bay
x 2.29m H

28m/s
PVC Australian Fire Certificates 

AS/NZ 1530 Part 2 & 3
Wooden Flooring
with PVC overlay

Specification Parameters

Materials

Dimension 
(per room)

Dimension
(per bay)

Wind Load
Fire Cert.

Optional
extra

Aluminium and PVC

1.5m W
x 1.5m L

x 2.25m H

1.5m W
x 1.5m L

x 2.25m H

3m Span
3m Bay

x 2.29m H

4m Span
3m Bay

x 2.29m H

28m/s 28m/s
PVC Australian Fire Certificates 

AS/NZ 1530 Part 2 & 3
Wooden Flooring
with PVC overlay

Technical Data
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Specification Parameters

Materials

Dimension
(full structure)

Dimension
(per bay)

Wind Load
Fire Cert.

Optional
extra

Aluminium and PVC

6m Span x 9m L *
x 2.29m SH

6m Span, 3m Bay
x 2.29m SH

28m/s
PVC Australian Fire Certificates 

AS/NZ 1530 Part 2 & 3

Ballast Weights
3m

6m

9m

2.29m

1.5m
3m

1.5m

2.25m

2.29m

3m

3m

*Expandable length, 3m sections


